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Super test: HDMI cables pt3
By Ian Calcutt
< Previous page: Molex HDMI, QED QUNEX HDMI-P, Supra HF100 1.3 2 3

True Colours Industries Copperhead Lite
British cable company TCI has produced this third-generation HDMI
cable to complement its more expensive Copperhead product. The
Lite has similarly robust cast metal plugs to IXOS. Currently only
available in 1m or 2m lengths (unlike its sibling that runs to 20m), it
offers a bright and breezy performance, with warm colour, rich levels
of detail, good noise control and punchy contrast. It's not quite as
vivid as the best in this supertest, but it's close.
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Price: From £45 for 1m to £60 for 2m
More info: True Colours Industries
Key features: 1080p compatible; cast
metal plug; protective nylon braid
Verdict
Plus points
Decent value for a good quality HDMI cable; impressive picture
Minus points
A fraction less contrasty than the best high end cables

WireWorld Ultraviolet 52
The Ultraviolet sits in the middle of WireWorld's range of five flat
HDMI cables, each available in various lengths. At the very top, a 25m
Silver Starlight version can be yours for a whopping £1,700! Flat
designs are becoming more popular, not just for the convenience of
installing long runs in walls or under carpets, but as they can also help
Overview
eliminate timing errors and improve conductivity. WireWorld's work
has certainly paid off, because the picture quality via these cables is
truly excellent and noticeably more detailed and realistic, especially
Price: From £99.95 for 1m to £409.95 for
with skin tones.
15m
More info: WireWorld
Key features: 1080p compatible up to
15m; v1.3 compliant; metal plugs with
silver & gold contact plating; patented flat
structure to improve conductivity

Offers, Competitions and Promotions

Win a PURE Highway DAB tuner
All you have to do is write a review for
AVReview to enter
Win a LG 42in LCD HD TV
Plus 5 Samsung P1500 Blu-ray players to
give away

Verdict
Plus points
Thin and flexible design; superbly engineered; first rate picture quality
Minus points
None except for the high price

XtremeHD HDMI
This slim and compact cable is available from Computers Unlimited,
which specialises in iPod accessories and the like. White, with grey
rubber plugs, the low-cost XtremeHD interconnect would make a
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